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ABSTRACT 

We examine the relationships between intensity and resolution in pulsed- 
source chopper spectrometers, including the effects of Soller collimation, 
narrower rotor slits and higher rotor speeds. The basis is a simplified 
description of a spectrometer, approximately optimizing the rotor pulse and 
lighthouse effects. The analysis includes a new treatment of the angular 
distribution transmitted through a.system consisting of a coarse collimator 
and a Soller collimator. The results encourage the prospect for a reasonably 
easily accomplished, higher resolution, optional configuration of the pulsed 

source chopper spectrometers-at IPNS-.. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

All three chopper spectrometers['] at IPNSt2] include Soller collimation 
between the incident beam monitor detector, which is immediately downstream from 
the chopper, and'the sample. This is primarily a shielding device which has 
little impact on the resolution or intensity of the instrument. 

Here we consider the Soller collimator as a device to narrow the angular 
distribution of the beam striking the sample, and thus to reduce that 
contribution (sometimes called the "lighthouse" or the "sweep time" effect) to 
the chopped-beam pulse width and to the resolution of the instrument. A similar 
effect can be obtained by narrowing the width of the slits in the chopper, though 
in this case the limit of what can be done approaches the pulse width due to the 
lighthouse effect. This can also be'accomplished by increasing the rotor angular 
speed as has been done at the HET and MAR1 spectrometers 131 at ISIS, but this 
would require major modifications to the rotor systems of the IPNS instruments. 
The object of this work is to examine the effects on the intensity and the 
resolution caused by adjusting the Soller collimation ,and the chopper slit width, 
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optimizing the combined effects under the constraints of fixed.rotor speed, rotor 
aperture, and moderator size. 

In the process we find it necessary to calculate the angular distribution of 
neutrons transmitted by two overlaid collimating systems, one coarse (defined by 
the widths and separation of the moderator, the rotor aperture and the sample) 

and one fine (defined by the Soller collimator). The present work complements 
that of Loong, Ikeda and Carpenter14] in this respect. 

II. Intensity and Resolution 

Figure 1 schematically represents the components of.the spectrometer. 

Throughout, it is assumed that the collimator is wider than the penumbra of the 
beam formed by the source and the chopper. The time-averaged number of neutrons 

passing through the system per unit time is 

I(E) = (2El/tl)i(E)CAafRfCAtR 

='2i,pi CAQfRfCvlAtRIL1, 
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the time-of-flight chopper spectrometer on a 
pulsed neutron source. The pulsed source is the moderator of width WM. The 
chopper of radius R is located a distance L1 downstream and is rotating at an 
angular speed w; it has an aperture of width wR which includes numerous neutron- 
opaque slats of width tR, spaced dR apart. Located a further distance L' 
downstream is a Soller collimator of length LC .with numerous neutron-opaque slats 
of width tC, spaced,dC apart. The sample is located a distance L2 from the 

rotor, and the detector is a distance L3 from the sample. 

where i(E) is the time-averaged beam current per unit energy, that is, the number 
of neutrons per unit time, per unit energy, per unit solid angle, emitted from 
the entire moderator surface. 2El/tl is the Jacobian IdE/dtl. iepi = Ei(E) is 
approximately constant with respect to E in the epithermal region. CAQ is the 
solid angle accepted from an average point on the moderator surface, C is a 
factor which represents the fraction of the source area viewed, fR and fC are the 
fractions of the areas of the rotor aperture and the collimator that are open, 
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and &R-is the-,rotor pulge width for a_gerfectly.collimated. beam., The subscript 
1 refers to the beam from the moderator incident on the'chopperrotor. 1 

If there is no Soiler collimator, the accepted solid.angle is given by 

CALa.=.HRWR/L12,. . . , . ., (2) 

where HR and WR are the height and width of the chopper-aperture, an,d Ll is the 
distance between the source and the chopper centerline. The more general 
situation represented by Figure 1 is rather complicated. The.main,burden .of,this 
work is to analyze this case. 

Consider a Soiler collimator whose angular divergence'aC is given by 
I  ̂

. . 

q  = %/Lc, I : ’ ,;’ / (3) 

where dC is the width of the collimator slits of length LC. .Let the collimator 
divergence be very small, viz., ec << WM/L1 and ac << WR/Ll, where WM is the 
width .of the source'(moderator). The- accepted solid angle is now. 

AB = HRQ~/L~, (4) 

ancl the viewing factor is 

C = 'R"M if WR s WM 
1 if WR 2 W 

M’ (5) 

(See equation (A17) in the Appendix.) ‘. 

: The duration of the rotor pulse (the full width at.half-maximum in a 
perfectly collimated beam) for neutrons of optimum speed is 

AtR = dR/(2Ro), 

0 is where d, is the rotor slit width, R is the radius of the slit package, and 

the rotor angular speed. The fractions are 

fR = dR/(dR + t,), f, = d&d, + tC) (7 

where tR and t, are the thicknesses of the slats. 

1 t (8) 

(6) 

The energy transfer resolution (neglecting the effects of sample size, 
detector thickness, and time channel width) isI 

Qe 
.32 2 + (L2/L3)v2 1 Ot + 

+ (uq + L2)/L3)V2312UC2), (9) 

where m is the neutron mass, v1 and v2 are the incident and scattered neutron 

speeds, and oc2, at2, and aC2 are respectively the variances of the energy, 
transfer, moderator emission time and chopper pulse time distributions. L2 and 

L3 are the distances from the chopper to the sample, and from the sample to the 

detector, respectively. 
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In the epithermal regime, the standard deviation of the moderator emission 
time t is given by 

ot = 43/(avl), 

where a is the constant in the moderator emission time distribution r31, 

#(V,t) a tzeeavt. 

The chopper pulse variance is 

(10) 

(11) 

UC2 = UR2 + UL2, (12) 

where OR is the standard deviation of the (triangular) rotor pulse for neutrons 
of optimum speed in a perfectly collimated beam, 

OR2 = (At,j2/6. (13) 

uL is the contribution to the chopper pulse width due to the lighthouse effect, 

OL = OJW, (14) 

where (I~ is the standard deviation of the angular distribution of the neutrons 
transmitted through the system. 

It is shown in the Appendix that if there is no Soiler collimator, the 
angular acceptance is 

Ao = $0 f +1 

and the variance of the distribution is 

(15) ‘ 

QCX 
2 = ($02 + $12,/6, 

where 

(16) 

and 

$0 = (w&j + w,)/(2Ll) (17) 

$1' WM- I WJ / ml) . 

on the other hand, if the Soiler 
distribution, then 

(18) 

collimator completely determines the angular 

and 

Au = oc = dc/Lc (19) 

(I 2 = (A(xJ2/6 = cuC2/6, a! (20) 

where + and LC are the width and length 

The expressions for Acu and Ok for 
more complicated, and are set out below 

of the collimator slits. 

a partially illuminated collimator are 
and in the Appendix. The full width at 
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half maximum (FWHM) is used as the estimate of resolution. The relationship 
between the FWHM and the standard deviation of the distribution of any quantity q 
is given by Aq = J(81n2)oq = 2.350~ applies if q has a Gaussian distribution; we 
use this relationship even though it is only approximately true. 

111. APPROXIMATE OPTINIZATION 

The transmitted intensity is proportional to the product of the angular 
acceptance and 

Ia 

the rotor pulse width, 

(21) 

and the energy transfer resolution depends on the time and angular variances (see 
equations (9), (12) and (14)) 

Qe 
2 = A + B(oR2 t ga2/ti2). (221 

(We need not be explicit about the factors A and B here.) An approximate 
optimization results if we assume that the variances are related in identical 
proportion to the the full widths at half maximum, for example, as they are for 
triangular distributions (see equations (13) and (20), though neither of these is 
generally true). Then the greatest intensity for some given energy transfer 
resolution is attained when AtH = As/w, or 

QR = a,/o. (23) 

The calculations performed as an initial approximation and for survey 
purposes assume this relationship. To the extent that it is incorrect, the 
calculated intensity is smaller than could actually be obtained for the same 
resolution, therefore a second pass optimization has to be performed, using the 
more accurate relationships. If the Soller collimation completely determines the 
angular distribution, and the neutrons are of optimum speed for the rotor, the 
expressions (13) and (20) are exact, and the optimization equation (23) is also 
exact. 

IV. TNX ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF ACCNPTXD NXUTRONS 

The angular distribution of neutrons transmitted through a partially 
illuminated Soller collimator depends in'a complicated way upon the parameters of 
the system. However, ignoring the fine structure of the spatial and angular 
distribution, the angular distribution P($) can be expressed as 

where P,($) describes the angular distribution that would be transmitted through 
the rotor aperture from the moderator surface, and F,(4) describes the angular 
distribution that would be transmitted through a fully illuminated collimator 
slit which is assumed to be much smaller than the rotor aperture. Figure 2 
illustrates the distributions P($) I FH($), and FG(tj); these may be deduced from 
Figure A3 in the Appendix which shows the phase space diagram at the collimator 
center. 
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Figure 2: The angul.ar distribution ErP($J of neutrons transmitted through the 
rotor aperture from the moderator surface, and the angular distribution PC($) of 
neutrons that would be transmitted through a fully illuminated collimator slit. 
Their product P(G) gives the angular distribution of neutrons transmitted through 
a partially illuminated collimator. The results shown are' for the case Jll < q < 

JlOt and may be deduced from Figure-A3 in the Appendix. 

In the Appendix we develop an expression for the number of neutrons passing 
through the system per unit time (equation (l)).in terms of the distributions 
given by the approximation (271, and introduce the viewing factor C (equations 

(5) and (A17)). The results give 

1, 0 < II//l < $1 

P,($) = ($0 - l$l)/(~o - 511), $1 < IJll < $0 

0, Iti1 > $0, (28) 

and 

p$#) = ; -- IJli/ac, I 0 < l$I <“c 

I llj.> cyc. (29) 

There are several cases for P(g), depending upon the relative values of cut, 

+0r and $1. Figure 2 is for the case $11 < QC < $0. The angular acceptance and 
the.variance of the distribution are given by 

Acu = I _: P(Jl)d\t (30) 

and * 

-(I 2 = (l/Ao)j-_z $2P($)dlL. a . (31) 

For cut < Jll, we have 

ACM = cyc (32) 

ahd 

-IJ 2 = olc2/6. . a! (33) 
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For this condition,-'the expression (20.1, is exact; and the optimization equation 
(23) -is also exact for neutrons of optimum-speed for.the.rotor. .’ -. .- 

-For $1 -i QC < $6, : ‘_-. _ . 
- _. _’ 

‘; 
_‘.: ., : _: 

- .$l,Jlo :_ : ,- .’ ‘1.. ., ; __ ~, ‘, 

_ :-. : ‘. - ,;: ’ . 

and :. _’ ._ _. ‘, ;.: I.-. .- .._i : 

uo! 
2 = (2/Aaf($13(l13 - $1/(4cuC)) + Cl/hbo - $# [kc3 - $13,$,/3 

- (aC 4 - $14) (1 + $()lolC)/4 -+ (o!C5 - $ 5)/(5$YCJj,J. 
.1 

(35) 

For ac > fi6 ,’ ~ 
.., 

.. 
Acr = 2(ltl(l -i$1/(2arc) + (l/(.$6 - til,)r($(J -‘dgb+j 

: 

- MO2 - @I (1 + dq)/q+ + ($0 3 3. - $1 )/(3ofC)l1.# (36) 

and 

001 
2 

= (2/Aa) ($13(1/3 - ti1/(4cuC)) t.u/($o - +I)) r(tio3 - #13)$6/3 

- ($64 - .G14) (1 -+ $()/&/4 + ($65 - $15)/(5c#C)]]. I (37) 

No simple afalytic expre,ssions relating the angular acceptance Aa and the 
variance u, of the angular distribution'can be obtained for these last two 
conditions. 

In the limitof very large QC, equations (36) and (37) become the simple 
results already known for the case with no .Soller collimator, 

‘- ‘~Aol "$6 tJl1 .: ; ,; ,’ 
: .‘, .% : 

and /. .. 

:, : :: .I_ ._ _, 

V. Calculations 

’ : 
. . ..~ \ ;: (15) 

We have performed.several,calculations all 'of whieh.cqrrespond to-the flight 
path lengths .of the HRMECS instrument[l!.at .IFNS. The thic-kness o.f the 

coilimator b1ades.i.s neglected so-that fC =..l. -Table I shows .the cases 
calculated,- . 

. ‘. \ 
Cases; 1: and 2 conre-spond to current IPNS rotor teohnologyt13;- case i 

represents HRMECS-with a chopper similar to that15]. currently proposed.for the 

Los Ahamos Neutron Scattering Center (LANSCE) chopper spectrometer; ,case 4 is 'for 
HHMECS with a chopper similar to that of the HET'spectrometer at ISIS. All,.cases 

were computed with the approximate optimization condition (23) for small rotor 

slit spacings, for which a Soller collimator is appropriate for optimum 
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intensity. For larger rotor slit spacings, highest intensity demands no Soiler 
collimator, and the calculations do not include the effect of Soller collimation. 

Figure 3 illustrates the results of these calculations for case 1, that of 
the HRMECS instrument with a standard 3” x 4" rotor of radius 77 mm at a 
frequency of 270 Hz and an incident energy El of 500 meV. Shown in this Figure 
are the time-averaged neutron intensity I(E1) transmitted per unit time, the 
optimized collimation ac, the chopper pulse FWHM AtC (including the lighthouse 
effect, and given by equation (1211, the FWHM energy transfer resolution for 
elastic scattering Aeel, and the FWHM 

l-!RMECS mzl(Il’ FZO$F!!3 = 500 meV 

ROTOR FWkJS = 63.5 mm, Sl?iT Tl-iCXESS = 0,533 mm 
Pi 

: wm-lo~sOi.LER 

NOSOLLER 

‘-‘S-.q--Elastic Resolulion. AE,j , meV 
-‘-lnelaslic Resolution. AEI,,E,, meV 

B , I I I11111, I I I Illit- 

lo-’ 10” 
Rotor Slit Width, dR, mm 

Figure 3: The results of the optimized intensity calculations as a function of 
rotor slit width dR for the ERMECS instrument with a 3" x 4" rotor of radius 77 
mm at a frequency of 270 Hz and an incident energy El of 500 meV. Plotted are 
the time-averaged neutron intensity I(El) transmitted per unit time, the 
collimation ac the chopper pulse FWaM A+, the FWRM energy transfer resolution 
for elastic scattering Aeel, and the FWEM energy transfer resolution for loss of 
one-half the incident energy Ac(x,~~~). 

energy transfer resolution for loss of one-half the incident energy A~fl/~El), 
all plotted as functions of the rotor slit width dR. Also shown on Figure 3 are 
plotted points which correspond to calculations for the currently-used Soiler 
collimator of HRMECS, namely ac = 11.6 mrad, and for the rotor slit widths of the 
normal and high-resolution rotors without the optimization condition. As the 
rotor slit width approaches zero, the chopper pulse width approaches its limit 
At, defined by the lighthouse effect, the energy transfer resolutions approach 
their minimum values, but also the transmitted intensity approaches zero. For 
larger slit widths, all these values increase. 
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The specifications for different rotor types used in the calculations. 
WM is the moderator width, EI the ,incident energy, v the rotor frequency, R the 
rotor radius, WR and HR the width and height of the chopper aperture, dR the 
rotor slit width, and tR the rotor slat thickness. 

Rotor 
Case Type &d EI, meV v, Hz R, mm ERA 

1 IPNS 100. 500. 270. 63.5 76.2 

2 IPNS 100. 500. 270. 77.0 50.8 

3 LANSCE 100. 500. 600. 50.0 43.2 

4 ISIS 100. 500. 600. 50.0 47.0 

The other three cases of Table I give results 

101.6 1.02 0.533 

101.6 1.57 0.533 

66.0 0.80 0.660 

47.0 0.76 0.380 

which are similar in form to 
those shown in Figure 3, though the range over which the Soller collimation is 
required for the other cases depends on the rotor slit width dR. The relative 
intensities for each ease should be compared at fixed resolution. Figure 4 
represents the same data for case 1 as a function of the elastic energy transfer 
resolution to facilitate such a comparison. This is possible because the 
resolution and the rotor slit width are related monotonically. From such figures 
for each case we have generated Table II which shows the relative intensities at 
different energy transfer resolutions. 

to’ 
Elastic Enemv Transfer Resolution, AEel, meV 

Figure 4: The results of the optimized intensity calculations as a function of 
the elastic energy transfer resoltition Aeel for the fiREdECS instrumen t with a 3" x 
4" rotor of radius 77 mm at a frequency of 270 Hz and an incident energy of 500 
meV (similar to Fig&e 3). 
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TABLE II 

The relative intensities.at 500 meV (in units of lo4 .cmm2 set-') for the four 
different rotor types given in Table I for elastic energy.transfer resolutions of 
10, 12.5, 15 and 20 meV. 

Rotor 
TvPe Case 

1 IPNS 

2 IPNS 

3 LANSCE 

4 ISIS 

&l = 10 meV 

1.25 

0.84 

1.3 

1.3 

&?l = 12.5 meV al = 15 mev 

2:1 -. -3.4 

1.7 2.7 6.0 

2.0 2.8 4.2 

1.8 2.2 3.4 

he,1 = 20meV 

8.3 

Recognizing that the condition (23) is only approximate, we have searched 
for higher intensity conditions with fixed resolution. For example, Figure 5 
shows -the results for the 270 Hz rotor with-a 3"X 4" aperture (case 1) .for 
elastic resolution of 10. meV (2 %, of the incident energy for 500. mev incident 

energy), which is comparable to HET. The approximate optimization gives about 
the same intensity as the refined optimization, since the intensity varies rather 
slowly around the optimum. Various choices of CYC and dR that give the same 
resolution also give almost the same inten.sity. The intensity and the 
approximately optimized and refined parameters for this energy transfer 
resolution are given in Table III. The results for energy transfer resolutions 
of 12.5 and 15. meV for elastic scattering for the same rotor are given in Table 
III. The Figures from which these results are derived are similar in shape as 
those shown in Figure 5. For comparison, Table III also gives the intensity and 
the parameters for the present HRMECS arrangement, for which the elastic 
resolution is calculated to be about 20. meV. ’ (The calculated results for the 
present arrangement are close to observed values.) The Table also gives 
parameters for HRMECS with a 600 Hz rotor similar to that for the ISIS HET 
spectrometer, and with no Soiler collimator. All these results include the 
effect of the partial open area of rotor slit package, fR = dR/.(dR + t,). 

The intensity loss for 12.5 meV resolution compared to present rotor design 
is only about a factor of 3.5, which is now near1 

(6?_ 
compensated by the increased 

intensity available from the IPNS booster target The parameters appear to be 
feasible. The reason that the intensity loss is not greater is that the source 
pulse width, the rotor, and lighthouse contributions to the resolution are not 
perfectly optimized in the present HRMECS. The resolution improvement 
accomplishable by the present method is relatively easy compared to the 
alternative of replacing existing choppers with magnetic-bearing choppers. It 
requires only a new rotor and slitpackage of the same type now in use, and a new 
Soiler collimator. The new arrangement could easily be introduced as an option 
among other instrument configurations. 

Comparing the results of Figure 4 (for HRMFLS with a standard, 270 Hz rotor 
and optimized Soiler collimator) with those for HRMECS with an ISIS-style, 600 Hz 

rotor, we see that for the same resolutiqn, the standard rotor provides the same 
'or better intensity for given-resolution. Th.is is because the aperture of the 
standard rotor is larger than that of the ISIS rotor. This conclusion must be 
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IrAB&E.-III 
- : .“. 

The calculated transmitted intensity ItEI)_:a,t,an incident energy El of 500 meV 
and the rotor and collimator parameters (chopper pulse width AtC, rotor pulse 
width At,, rotor slit width dR and Soller collimation QC) for both the 
approximately optimized and the refined 'cases for the ,HRMECS rotor design (270 
Hz), optimized for different'energy transfer resolutions Aeel and Ael/zE1 with 
the HRMECS flight path arrangement; Also‘shown are the present arrangement for 
HFMECS, and that for the 600 & HET rotor with'the k&&S spectrometer design. 

Approx. 
opt.(l) 

Refined 
opt.(l) 

Approx. 
opt : _i 

:. 
Refined 
opt * * 

Approx. 
opt: 

Refined 
opt. 

.HEFwECS # 

With HET 
chopper*, 

Acel 
meV 

10.0 

10.0 

-12.5: 

. . . ‘. , 

12.5, 

15.0, 

15.0 

20.1 

9.3 

Ae1/2E1 
meV 

1 (El) 
n/set 

5.63 1.24 

5.63 1;29 

.i 6.76 
-1 

: 

6.76.-. 

2 . 31.. 
.,., 

'2.38 : 

7.92 

7'.92“ 

10.4 
-, 

5;34 

8.22. 

1.27 

dR 
nml - 

% 
mrad 

2.70 1.99 0.428 3.63 

2.19 0.473 3.15 

2.; ,5 6 
_. 

3L.47 1 -2 . 82, 

0.551, 

: ;. 
., 

0.606 
: -2.. _. 

0.671 
:- 

4,..93 :I .:. - 

.._’ . : 

I 

~ ::. _  

_.q . i i .  .:: : _  

., : . ,. 
: 

4.23 
'_ 

4.23 

3.12 .6,57 -. 

0.740 
1 

5..45' 
-_ _. 

: 
5.76' 
. 

11.6: 

2.49 

3.44 

4..73 

2.02 

1.02 

.0.760 

(1) corresponding to Figure 5 
# present arrangement 
* with no Soller collimator 
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Figure 5: The results of the more refined optimization for an elastic energy 
transfer resolution Aeel of 10.0 meV for the RRMECS 3” x 4” rotor of radius 77 mm 
at a frequency of 270 Hz with an incident energy El of 500 meV (similar to Figure 

3), showing the intensity I(E1) transmitted and the rotor slit width dR as a 
function of the collimation uc. 

tempered, however, by the realization that sample size contributions to the 
resolution are not accounted for in these comparisons; these are smaller in the 
case of the ISIS rotor, but can be focussed out for special conditions. 

Finally, we repeat that all calculations assume that the collimator open 
fraction fC = 1, that is, we have ignored the thickness of the collimator blades 
(thus we have avoided being specific about the length of the collimator and the 

width of the slits). In practice, we caution that this factor must be included 
in final design calculations; it can readily be introduced at the stage 
represented by Figure 5, as a factor on the intensity given there. 

VII. Conclusions 

We have further developed the relationships between the resolution and 
intensity for time-of-flight chopper spectrometers, including the effect of 
Soller collimation. The angular distribution is determined coarsely by the size 
of the moderator and the rotor aperture, together with the distance separating 

them, and is resolved finely by the Soller collimation. The placing of 
additional collimation between the chopper and the sample reduces the angular 
distribution of the beam striking the sample, and hence reduces the lighthouse 
contribution to the instrumental resolution. We have considered the effects of 
adjusting this collimation and the chopper slit width, assuming a fixed rotor 
speed, rotor aperture and moderator size, and have optimized the rotor pulse and 
the lighthouse effect for the best intensity. The transmitted intensity is 



proportional to the product of the angular acceptance and the rotor pulse width. 
The energy transfer resolution depends on the root of the sums of squares of the 
rotor pulse width and the lighthouse effect (the angular acceptance of the system 
divided by the rotor angular speed). The greatest intensity for some given 
energy transfer resolution occurs when these two quantities are equal. 

We have derived new expressions for the angular distribution of a beam 
formed by a coarse collimator system overlaid by a fine Soller collimator, 
assuming that the collimator slit width is much less than the widths of the 
moderator and the rotor aperture. Slightly different 'expressions are obtained 
depending on the relative sizes of the moderator and the rotor aperture. This 
distinction determines whether the collimator lies in the umbra of the beam (the 
source is fully observable through the rotor aperture), or whether the center-of 
the beam in penumbra (the source is partially obscured by the rotor aperture). 
We have considered the optimized conditions for no collimation present, for 
Soller collimation placed between the rotor and the sample, and when the 
collimation is only partially illuminated. We show that small rotor slit 
spacings require appropriate ;Soller collimation for optimum intensity, whereas 
for large rotor slit spacings the highest intensity requires no Soller 
collimation. 

VIII. APPENDIX 

The angular and spatial distribution of neutrons transmitted through a 
collimating system in two dimensions can be usefully described in terms of 
diagrams in the phase space consisting of the positions and directions of 
trajectories at their crossing of a reference screen, which will be placed at the 
collimator center. Figure Al illustrates the definitions of relevant 
quantities. A neutron which leaves from the point (z',#') in the source phase 
space, at a position z' in the source plane and in direction $' relative to-the 
reference axis, crosses a reference screen at a distance L along and normal to 
the reference axis of the beam at a point (z,#) in its phase space given by 

z = z’ + L#' 

ti = v (Al) 

Figure Al: A neutron leaves the source from a point (z*,#') in the source phase 
space, where e' is the.distance from the reference axis of the beam, and $' is 
the direction relative to that axis. The neutron traces a path whi'ch crosses a 



reference,screenplaced- a distance'L along:and normal to the reference axis at a 

point (z,$)-in the reference plane phase space,-such that z--'z' + I$' and $ = 

$'. 

.’ . . 

In the case under consideration, we need to describe the combined effect of 

a finite, isotropic source.' (the moderator), a finite aperture (the chopper), and 

a Soller collimator. Figure A2 shows the horizontal plane.,of the geometry of the 

collimation system considered in this paper. The reference screen is taken as 
the collimator centerline, and Figure A3 shows the corresponding phase space 
acceptance diagram. Everything is represented and calculated in the sense-of 
sma~ll~angle~apprdximations,~ and for the purpos-e .of this Appendix in.two 

dimensions. 
. 

The- areas inside the parallelograms are regions of the phase space that are 
illuminated by the source and accepted through the system.- The large shaded 

parallelogram where Pklz,$) = 1 represents the region illuminated‘by the finite 
source that is accepted through the rotor aperture, and the small, parallelograms 

where PC(z,ti) = 1 represent the'region that is accepted through the Soller 

collimator. Altogether, the region illuminated and accepted by the system 

depicted in Figure A2 is the region common to both the large and the small 
parallelograms. 

ROTOR 
APERTURE. 

Figure AJ?: A'schematic diagram of the horizontal plane of the geometry of the 

collimation system. The moderator has.a width WM. The-chopper has an aperture 

width WR and its centerline is located LL downstream. The Soller collimator of 

length LC has slits of .wddth dC_and slats of width tC, and its centerline is 

located a further distance L' beyond thezchopper. __ _ .. The reference screen for 

Figure A3 is taken..as the collimator centerline'. 

_ 

The lines i = (Ll + Lot/t + WM/2 represent the boundaries of the region in 
phase space illuminated by the moderator. ;'The lines z = L'$ 3 WR/2 represent the 
boundaries of the region transmitted by the rotor aperture. These lines cross at 

+ WR/2 =, LIJ' + WM/2. That is, 
,‘- . 

$0 = + CWpJ ‘+ WR) / mJ$ 
-. 

(17) 
.. . : 



and _ 

The lines z = + L&/2 + k/2 + n( 
dc; 

+ t,) represent the boundaries of the region 
in phase space transmitted by the n h collimator slit. For each collimator slit, 
these. lines cross at J, =tO and at I) = '2 ac = + dC/-LC (equation. (3)). 'An 

Over z for the.regioris depicted in -Figure A3 will gi've the integration 
distributions pk($), FC($) and P($) defined by equations (27). -. 

REGION TRANSMITrED 
THROUGH COLLIMATOR 

; 
Figure A3: The phase space acceptance ciiagrkm at the collimator centerline for 

the geometry depicted in. Figure A2. The large shaded parallelogran,uhere PP(z,$) 
= 1 represents the region illuminated by the moderator oi width F?', and 
transmitted by the rotor aperture of width WP placed at a *stance ,Ll dounstreatn 
from the moderator and a distance L' before the collimator. The small 

parallelograms where PC(s,$) = 1 represent the regions transmitted through each 
collimator slit of width dC and length LC. Those regions common to both 
correspond to rays transmitted through the system. 
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If the angular current density on the source plane is #s(z,,JI,), then the 
number of neutrons passing through the system per unit time is 

I = 
I #s(z', V) PP(Z,$) Pc(z,G) 6(z - z' - (Ll + L,)S) a($ - V) 

dzd$dz'd$', (A2) 

where the delta functions represent the transformation (equation (Al) from the 
phase space at the source to that at the reference screen. Performing the 
integrals gives 

I = #,(z I - (Ll + L')ti,$) PR(z,$) P&,$) dzdfi. (A3) 

Assuming that the source angular current density is uniform and isotropic 
(constant) within the region (z, = z - (Ll + L')$, $) for which PR # 0 and PC # 

0, 

I = 4s fall z,+ p~(z,$) Pc(z,$') dzd$* 

If WM is the width of the-source, we can write 

(A4) 

&wM = isI 

where is is the two dimensional version of 

current function. Then 

I = (is/WM) la11 z,~ PP(z,$)PC(z,$)dzdti. 

There is essentially no approximation so far. 

(A5) 

the usual three dimensional beam 

(A61 

When the collimator slit width dC << Min[WM,WRl (the usual case), Pc(z,lt) 
varies on a small scale with respect to z, in comparison to PP,(z,$). 
the collimator slit angular distribution 

which is the integral for a single slit of width + 
0) = 1. Provided that the collimator exit is wider 
formed by the source and the rotor aperture, 

and normalized so 
than the penumbra 

that FC($ = 
of the beam 

WP + (WR + WM) (L' + L'92)/Ll. Hence we may replace PC(z,$) in (A4) with its 
average value f$,($). Then 

We define 

(A7) 

1 = #,fcJ pR( z,ll) F&b) dzd$, (A6) 

where fC is the fraction of the area of the collimator which is open, 

fC = d&k + tc), (A3) 

and tC is the thickness of the collimator slats. 

We now introduce the rotor aperture angular distribution 

FR($) = I all z P~(zt$) dz/kr (A101 
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which is normalized to'a width W which is yet-to be'chosen. Then 

1 = &fcw Iall fi QC\t, F&Q dlt (All) ’ 

so that finally, 

.I=’ isfcCW/WM) Iall ,J I$($) *FCC@ d$. (A12) 
i 

We now choose W so that FR($) has the convenient property 

FR(%ax 

Two cases can 
widths of the 
note that the 

be distinguished, WR s WM and WR 2 WM, depending on the relative 

rotor aperture and the moderator. With reference to Figure A3, we 
maximum occurs for $ = 0. Then when WR s WM 

FR($ = 0) = I PR(z,$ = O)dz/W = WR/W, 

and when WR 2 WM 

FR($ = 0) = I PR(z,$ = O)dz/w = WM/W. 

Therefore to provide in FR(#) the property (A12), 

I 1. (Al3) 

) (A14 

(A15 1 

W- 
wR if WR s WM 
WM if WR 2 WM. (A16) 

Hence, from equation (A12), the viewing factor C in equation (1) of the text.is 

;; F ' 'M 
R ' 'M* (A17) 

The distinction between the two cases corresponds to whether or not the taking of 
the absolute value in (18),of the text represents a change in sign of WM - WR. 
Otherwise stated, the distinction corresponds to whether a point at the center of 
the beam lies in the penumbra of the beam (the source is partially obscured by 

the rotor aperture), or whether the center is in the true umbra of the beam (the 
source is fully observable through the rotor aperture). 
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